
Author Visit

We are excited to have author and screenwriter Michael Anthony Steele visit Springer Elementary on
February 3rd, 2023.  Mr. Steele brings a high-energy and engaging presentation to encourage
students through the sharing of his varied experiences. If your child is interested in purchasing an
autographed copy of one of his books, please complete the order form below and return it to Mrs.
Cutting no later than December 15.  A special thank you to Springer PTA for sponsoring this visit and
to Capstone Publishers for offering these books at a special discounted price.

Title Summary Grades Price Quantity Total
cost

Pirates from across the seven seas are gathering for the greatest
of pirate competitions. But when the prize trophy is stolen, the
Monkey Pirates are framed as the thieves. Can the crew clear
their nearly-fearless names?

K-2 $5

The Nearly Fearless Monkey Pirates sail to a secret treasure
island where they come face to face with pirate ghosts! Will they
escape or will they walk the haunted plank?

K-2 $5

Scooby-Doo and the Mystery Inc. gang are lost in the desert and
find themselves smack dab in the middle of Sladeville—a ghost
town! But the ghosts of Sladeville seem out of place. Something
odd is going on in the town, and the gang is going to find out what
it is!

1-3 $5

Zoinks! A dog show is haunted and being taken over by spooky
ghost hounds! Contestants are dropping like flies. Scooby-Doo
and the Mystery Inc. gang go undercover to solve the mystery at
the famous Liberty Dog Show.

1-3 $5

Scooby-Doo and the rest of the Mystery Inc. gang are excited to
be going to an airshow at their friend Kevin Ryan’s airfield. The
grand finale features a replica of the mysterious Silver Hawk, a
World War II B-17 bomber plane famous for mysteriously
vanishing before it ever went to war. But when it turns out to be
the real Silver Hawk and that the hangar at the airfield is being
haunted by ghost pilots, it becomes obvious that Scooby and the
gang’s crime-solving skills are needed.

2-3 $5



Meet the newest hero of Metropolis . . . Metallo? But the cyborg
criminal isn't reformed, he's being controlled by Lex Luthor.
However, when he breaks free of Lex's control, he goes on the
attack! Will Superman find a way to stop the metallic menace?
Can he defeat an entire army of Metallos attacking the city? Or will
the powerful cyborg finally defeat the Man of Steel?

2-3 $5

The Riddler is in a bit of a slump. It's bad enough that Batman and
his friends have foiled him again. But what's really got him down is
that he's no closer to learning the Caped Crusader's true identity.
Who is the man behind the mask? To find the answer, The Riddler
hatches a precarious plan that turns Batgirl and Robin into the
pawns. Can Batman stop the Prince of Puzzles before he solves
the ultimate riddle?

3-6 $5

A storm is brewing in Central City! The Weather Wizard has
unleashed the fury of his giant weather wand in a bid to get the
city's citizens to cough up their cash. Only when his fundraising
efforts are complete will he leave Central City for good. Now it's up
to The Flash to outrun the lightning and bring his own thunder to
the climate criminal. Can the Scarlet Speedster stop the Weather
Wizard before the villain either robs the city blind or destroys it in
the process?

3-6 $5

When a spooky yeti attacks the Gotham City Ice Rink with a
freeze ray, Mystery Inc. gets caught in the crossfire. Just when the
gang looks destined for a frosty fate, Batman and Robin swoop in
to save the day. Can Scooby and his friends help the Dynamic
Duo unmask the frozen fiend before all of Gotham City gets put on
ice?

3-6 $5

Something fishy is going on in Gotham City Harbor! An ancient
shark curse has taken a bite out of a whale-watching charity
event, and it’s up to Mystery Inc. and the Dynamic Duo to dive into
danger. Can Scooby and his friends help Batman and Robin reel
in an aquatic kingpin, or is the calamitous cruise doomed to the
depths of the sea?

3-6 $5

Totals

Please include Cash or Check payable to Springer Elementary.

Child’s Name_____________________________________________
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Please personalize the signature to_________________________________________


